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Appropriate Mix of Energy Resources for Economic
Develo ment in N eria
Ngozi
The paper

identifed

the vaious forms

T.

I. Agboegbulem*

ofenetw resources aoailable in Nigeria arul proposed how best

these mergy resoufces could be put into eficient use. It obserted that Nigeria is blessed zuith
abundant-ienewable and non-renewable energy resources and appreciated the fact that, while
renat:ables will continue to play a growing role, they are not expected to ooertake fossil fuels in the
near future in meeting both Nigeian and global mergy demand. The paper concludes that most of
the inergy consumedln the country come from oil and gas and ztiewed this to be a mooe in the ight

non-reneuable energy resources are t1ery much aoailable and, relatioely cheap . This
is against the background that hopefully, by the time these non-rmanables are attaining exhaustion,
teinological innooation would htae come up with cheaper ways of erploiting the rmaaable-s. The
poper cat-letl lor uigour in utilising thr mormous oolume of natural gas ctrrmtly being Jlared as this
'will
sente ttu dua[purpose of stamping out gasfaring in the country and prooiding the country with
a cheap mergy source. lt thcn called on the GoTtenment to inuest in gas utilisation -proiects by
embaiking oi ma"siaelaying ofnational gid. lt adzsocated for oil to be locally consumed on_ly where
it is absolitely necessary, wiile the ,ett of it be exported to earn the much needed forei gn ex-change..

directioi-as

these

lt

posited that effort shou[ilbe made not only to improae on the capacity utilisakon of the refnenes, but
'also
to inseise their cumulatioe instalted capacity. The paper called for functional modalities of
pioate awnership of refneries to be worked out while Gouemment dtaws up a comprehmsiu-e_master
'plan
the rletilopment of the petrochemical industry. The pap.er is of the z,iew that the NiSeian
'coal

fur

emplowent of awrcpriate nonrmewable mergy resouriei in'sparsely populated areas. Consideing that Nigeia is in the tropics,
the abundant lolo, ,nngy could bi used in pouering projects in sparsely populated regions.
Gooemment at aaious ieoels coutd use solar enetw to power social ammities such as water
boreholes, schools, heatth centrcs, and street lights. The abundnnt wind in the northern part of the
country could be used to power proiects such as irrigation of farmlands' As iaers and streams
cissciss the mtire country, studies'shouldbe caried out to identifu appropiate locations for sma-ll
hydro plants to sense smail communities afld proiects. Consideing that Nigeria is not yet self'
in food protluction, the use of bianass should be resticted to orgonic waste. .The paper
the gooemmmt should commission abody to idmtify the appropiate energy
opined that
resources shouldbeleftfor future consumption.

lt calledfor

the

,"6a*

[enerilly,

*Mrs. Agboegbulem is a Pincipal statistician in the statistics Department of the central Bank of
Nigeria.lThc-uiau erpressed in this paper are stictly those of the au-thor and do not in any way represent
ttix of tlu Uanagoimt of thc Ccntral Bank of Nigeria. The author acknowledges the commetts and
su g ge s tion
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a lor Stuefl proiectlocality in the country. As a lesson
?!2!rel
lrom the wastetl earnings in the
1970s, the

paper is of the oiao that the cxtra eamings emanating

be wisely inoested

as

ris does not last

forier.

expeimced du_ing preoious oil windfafis shourd
carrierl

lrim the high crua" oitpri1, snoiii
ouer-ciisumption-and under-inaestnrcnt

be aooided. The paper is optimistic thot if these are
the country wourd accererate industriarization and'economic a*aop*rit
iniray
.out,

improzting its score on the Human Deoelop.men-t lndex. While the paper appreciates
ihat none of
forms of enrgy o[ft-r cheop, clean and abundant *ngy *ouih'to replace the aast amouit
conuantional.fossil fuer consumed daity in tlrc countrylit cafiel
trrc integrotion

rt
of
of ,r;;;;i,

for

energy supplies into the Nigeian eaergy sector as thii wourd herp n
rcmperihe cycliial
fossil fuelmarkets and can giae renewablis a foothold ftomwhich to'grow.

"ot"ri

iy
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I.

Introduction

play key .9!".. in the development of an economy. They
D conrnlu.le
::.y.:.s to^rhe
well-being of any sociery. Developmeniconsist's
LJ\ \€ssentially of identising, mobilizing and utilizing
resources as fully

and efficiently as possible. Availability of resources deteinines
the extent

of

development that could take place it any given time. fl" g"r".ution,
mobilization and management of.esources havi to be efficientry c#.iea
ouiin
order to achieve the desired goals. The value ofresources a
country generates
Iocally, among others,-largely depend on the resource endowmeni
ivhile the
stability and growth of intemally generated resources a"p"ro on it
;,fiai;
sustain the level of economic activity. In turn, these aie influenced
" by'the
nature and mix of the resources as well as the mobirization
instruments at the
disposal of the govemment.
Abundance of energy resources in.a country drives economic
development,
which in turn creates demand for stilr more energy. Energy affects
all urp".t.
of development, namely, social, economic and en-virorrmeiiul.
without en'er!y,
the entire industrial infrastructure of the world would collapse.
tvtuch oit-#
conveniences that developed nations take. for granted are powered
by energy.
Energy allows us to live under diverse climati-c conditioni,
in g."ut'ru-u8i,
and often in comfort. Increased lever of human comfort
i.q,rl., ir.i"ur"a
dependence on external energy. Beyond the biotogical
needs

"f

il;;;it,
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energy is an essential component of goods and services. A shortage of the
energy needed to sustain infrastructure could lead to a Malthusian
catastrophe'. More specifically, a shortage of the fossil fuels could prove
extremely disruptive or even fatal to many world populations.

There is a good correlation between national energy consumption and
economic development, and knowing a country's level of energy consumption
generally gives a good indication of its state of economic development.
Higher per capita energy correlates with a higher score on the Human
Development Index (IEA, I 992).
None of the United Nations' (tIN) Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
and New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) aims can be met
without major improvement in quality and quantity of energy services in
developing countries. Energy is a key ingredient to sustainable development
and poverty reduction efforts which NEPAD is currently addressing in Africa.
Considering that Nigeria is a member of the UN and is committed to the ideals
of NEPAD, improvement in the energy sector would serve the dual purpose of
economic boost for the country and meeting the hopes and aspirations of both
UN and NEPAD. The National Economic Empowerment and Development
Strategy (NEEDS) equally require efficiency in the energy sector to be fully
actualized. Energy is equally one ofthe points in the current 7-point agenda of
the Federal Govemment.

Global population is increasing, economies are developing and the world is
consuming energy faster than ever before (TM, 2006). At 6.4 billion and
climbing, the world's population is expected to exceed 9 billion by 2050 (WR
2006). Most of these are expected to come from developing countries (TM,
2006), Nigeria inclusive. By 2020, some experts predict that the world's energy
consumption will be 40 per cent higher than it was in 2004 (EIA, 2004).
Meeting the energy demands of the world continues to be a tremendous ongoing challenge. Thus, the need for efficient utilisation ofenergy resources in
'A Molthusim, catastrophe is a return to subsistence-leael conditiors as a result of agricultural (or, in
later formulations, economic) productionbeing arntually outstnppedby grrnoth in population.
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the appropriate mix cannot be over-emphasized as the interest of the future
generation has to be protected. This calls for meeting the growing demand for
energy in a way that improves the qualiry of life today without sacrificing it for
the fufure generation. A combination of energy resources needs to be
considered holistically to achieve effrcient development in energy.

Nigeria is blessed with the various sources of energy, some of which are both
major foreign exchange-eamers and sources of govemment revenue.
Ironically, the country is branded among the worlds poorest nations (olaitan,
2005). The operations ofthe energy sector affect the macroeconomic stability
ofthe country via its effects on production cost. Thus, the need for economit
research into the energy resources cannot be over-emphasized.

Theobjective of the paper is primarily to identi$ the various forms of energy
available in Nigeria and how best to put these energy resources into efficielnt
use. To determine this, the paper considers some drivers of change within the
exergy sector as they affect production and consumption of energy. It covers
the period of 1981- 2005. However, where data is available, the analysis
stretched as far back as 1961 , forNigeria, and 1930. globally.
The paper is not without some limitations. Economic analysis in the energy
sector is very difficult because the data on which it is based is often uncertai-n.
The reporting of oil data, for instance, is often influenced by political
considerations and depends on the desired image to be projected. For eiample,
technical estimates of reserves which are normally given-as a range of valuei
often differ from reported reserves for which single value is quotJd
@CSSR,
rhe
units
and
symbols
used
by
the
oil
industry
aie
unregurated.
]00J)Definitions are often imprecise with various meanings attributed to the same
term by different authors. Ambiguity is preferred because it provides
opportunity to report what suits the author best. Even forecasting in the sector
is poor dte to imprecise definitions, poorly reported data -and genuine
geological and physical uncertainties. Thus, the stdy has been caried out
while putting all these challenges in mind.

All

the figures used refer to commercial energy only i.e. energy for which data
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is available. Although there is extensive use of traditional biomass and solar
energies in Nigeria, especially in the rural areas, their analyses were not
included as they are non-quantifiable. Secondly, to exactly explain some of
the effects ofthe various energy resources will require delving into the areas of
pure sciences which is beyond the scope ofthis paper.
Section 2 addresses the conceptual and theoretical issues. Various drivers of
energy resources are treated in section 3. Developments in the energy sector in
relation to economic development are discussed in section 4 while in section 5
the conclusions ofthe paper are drawn.

II.

Conceptual and Theoretical Issues

Due to ever-changing perception ofconcept, there is no universally accepted
definition of resources. Mitchell ( 1989) identified that it is humans that attach
value to objects thereby making them resources. The object in question must
be available for human use not mere physical presence, for it to be qualified to
be classified as a resource'. Al1 the mineral resources were of no value until
their usefulness were discovered. This is what makes the Nigerian oil and gas
attractive. It is not only available, it is economical to harness. Fajimgbesi
(1999) observed that, due to differences in value systems, aspirations and
technology, a stuffthat was neutral at one culture at some time may become a
resource in the same culfure at some other time. Some items that were not
economical to hamess might change status. Resources that are economically
recoverable under current market conditions, using current technology,
constitute reserves. Zimmermann ( 195 1) wams that "resources . ' . expand and
contract in response to human wants and actions". Energy resources are
substances with concentrations of energy at a high enough potential to be
converted to lower energy forms under human control for human benefit.

Mitchell (1989) saw resource development as the actual use of resources
during transformation of the neutral sfuffinto

a

commodity of service to serve

,In geology, resources r4zr to the amount of a specifc substance that nay

be

ilefnitioi'does not take into accoufit the economic t'easibility of exploitation or
notbe recooerable using canmt technology .

present in a deposit. This
the

fact that resources may
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human needs. In developing resources, trade-offs are made, such as the
environmental degradation in the oil-producing areas due to pollution.
Efficient resource.development involves the formation of policies and design
of strategies aimed at drawing resources to appropriate inveitments. Resourie
allocation should, therefore, influence the production, consumption and
distribution of resources in directions consistent with the local, naiional and
even global objective.
Generally, resources are scarce and to come around this scarciry economics
studies how people cope with scarcity, that is, how to allocatl the limited
resources among the competing needs so as to satis$r as many ofthose needs as
possible. There is always a substitute for every resource. At a cost, a choice
can be made from among alternative resources. Rather than being in financial
terms, ifrightly measured, this cost should be the opportunity cost, which is the
value of the altemative forgone. Creativity is required in devising ways to get
the most out of the scarce resources. where one has a comparatiie advanta-ge
such should be utilized.
The depletion theory has been put forward under the assumption that once the
resource has been extracted and consumed, it ceases to exist which is correct in
the.case of.petroleum products, but in recyclable resources, it is not (Hartwick
andOleweiler, 1986).

To sustain consumption in an economy based on non-renewable nafural
resource, investment in physical capital and other forms of reproducible

capital must be equal to the economic depreciation of the resource (vincent et
al, 1996), (Hartwick, 1977) and (Solow, 1974), which is given by Hotelling
rent'. Net investment calculations for resource-exporting nations must taG
into account not only Hotelling rent but also the cipital
lains resulting from
price
changes,
even
when
price
the
changes
are antici-pated.
_eloeeloyl
Nigeria, Mexico, and venezuela are cases of oil-exportin[ countries that overconsumed and under-invested during the boom yearJ of the 1970s and,
consequently, encountered severe debt problems when the boom ended.
'This is the protluct of the quantity oI resource extracred. and the marginal rent, i.e. price minus marginar

cost.
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Diminutions in natural capital must be offset by increases in other forms of
capital as consumption is sustainable only if net investment is non-negative.
The two key principles necessary for understanding exhaustible resource
problems are 'arbitrage principle' and 'exhaustion principle'. Jointly, they
define the complete path of prices and extraction for the resource. The
Arbitrage Principle states that the priceo ofthe resource should increase at the
rate ofinterest. Ifthe price increase is below the interest rate, it would be more
profitable to extract as much ofthe resource as possible immediately and invest
the proceeds. When exhaustible resources are treated like financial assets. it
would not be attractive to sell the resource as fast as is possible. The
Exhaustion Principle posits that when the backstop price is attained,, the last
remaining units of the resources are extracted as the price would then be fixed
bythebackstop.

IIL

Drivers of Energy Resources

A complex mixture of drivers affects the primary sources of energy. These
drivers, which are positive, negative or neutral include economic,
environmental, political and technological. The drivers have impact on issues
such as pollution, import-dependence, local development and world trade as
they corverge to push future energy use in a particular direction.

III.l

PositiveDrivers

Economic
Energy markets in various countries are being liberalized. Nigeria is not left
out as the deregrrlation of the downstream sector of the oil industry and the
introduction of the Independent Power Plants (IPP) are providing alternative
means of rendering energy services.

applicable at zero extraction cost. lt is the economic rent that should rise at the rate
ofinterest- Thus, it is possible for pices not to ise at the rate of interest or exen fall ooer time proz'ided that
iechnical progress has led to suficient reductions in th.e costs of extraction. Altematiaely, the resource
owners m|ay iontinuously be surpised by tlu fact that more of the resources atebeing discooercd.

'This in strict

sense is
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Environmental
There is a global advocacy for sustainable development. Vaguely, this could be
described as living off the interest from a resource not the capital. Various
world bodies such as the UN through its MDGs, NEpAD, etc, aie advocating
for it. Some corporate entities are adopting it.

Political
Some countries such as Gemany and Japan are carrying out long-term energy
development strategies. If both European Union (EU) and Japan decide-tl
introduce a particular altemative fuel, it could tigger a demand for vehicles

that will not use petroleum. This is capable of even having a significant
influence on global automotive manufacfurers.
Technologlt

Technology

is the most substantial driver for

change

in

energy use.

Technological development and innovation could make an unviabtJenergy
resource viable.

III.2

Negative Drivers

The negative drivers ofenergy use stem from concem over the environmental
issues, equiry resource availability and security.

Environmental
Pollutions could result in personal risk such as airbome smoke pollution,
dckness_as well as damages to crop and sources of water. It is the strongesi
driver of changes in the use of energy. In European countries, this is be"ing
addressed via.strict regulations on vehicle emissions, among others. Regionai
pollution such as acidification, though marginally less obvious tharilocal
pollution is nevertheless a strong driver for regulation and for changes in
energy use. The realization that acid rain, primarily from coal_fired
fower
station emissions, was severely damaging woodlands and aquatic liife in
Germany, Scandinavia and North America, led to the development of the
convention and Resolution on Long-Raage Trans-boundury Ai. pollution
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goveming emissions of acidiffing pollutions5. This has even led to the
development ofnew currencies, in that, sulfur is now a tradable commodity.
There is a strong consensus among climate scientists that there is accumulation
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere which has led to global
warming. This concern is being acted upon both in international political arena
and in the international corporate sector. Hence policy makers are ratiffing the
Kyoto Protocolo on national reductions ofa group ofGHGs.

ResourceAvailability
There is scarcity pressure from the clear and recognized dominance offossil
fuels. It is envisaged that the rising demand of all energy forms coupled with
the ultimately finite nature of fossil fuels would lead to scarcity of fossil fuels
at some point in the future, which in turn could affect supply and price
structures. While supplies of fossil fuels are currently abundant, they would
not last forever (WI, 2005). In as much as the world is not yet out of oil, there is
imminent end of cheap oil (Campbell and Laherrdre, 1988). According to
Hubbert Peak Theory7 of 1956, the fossil energy resources are approaching
exhaustion which may occur within the span of generation (Wikipedia 2008).
The global oil and gas production is expected to attain their peak by 2033
(ECSSR, 2003). When the world runs completely out of oil is not very
important. Rather what matters is when production begins to taper off.
Beyond that point, prices will rise unless demand declines commensurately
(Campbell et. el., 1988). Countries with limited fossil resources heavily
tlul cause acid rain.
Change is an amenfunent to the
on
Climate
'Kyoto Protocol to the LlN Framanork conomtion
targets
mandatory
iniernatbnal treaty on climate change, assigning
for the reduction of greenhouse gas
'These are emissions of the sulfurous and nitrogeTtous compounds

emissions to signatory nations .
,peak theory' concenrs the long-term,rate
Hubberipeak iheory, also known as

,The

of conttentio-nal

petroleum and other fossil fuel extraction and depletion. It is named after Seophysicist Maion .King
'Hubbert,
who creatid a modet of knoun rexrues, and proposed, in 1956 that oil prothtction in the
continantal tls would peak between 1965 and 1970 and that of the world in 2000. united states oil
production peaked in 1i77 anilhns bem dereasing since thet. Global prodtction did not peak in 2Nq
'probably
rlue to the 1973 and 7979 (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Counties (oPEC) oil shocks,
which effectit:dy reduced global oil demand, thus delaying the peak
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depend- on

imports of petroleum products. Thus, their economic position is
somewhat beyond their own control. Attempt to combat thi import_
dependence couldbe madeby embracing demand side management
IOSMf .

III.3

NeutralDriver

Examples of this are changes in infrastructure, modes of working and social
factors.

IV.

Properties ofEnergy Resources

ry.1

TlpesofEnergyResources

Broadly, energy resources could be classified into renewable and nonrenewable resources. This classification is not without problems. For
instance, geothermal power and hydroelectric power are classified as

renewable-energy but geothermal sites eventually cool down and hydroelectric
dams gradually become filled with silt whicfi may be very expensive to
r-emgve._ Although it can be argued that while a specific location may
be
depleted, the total amount of potential geothermal and hydroelectric power is
not and a new power plant may sometimes be built at a different iocation.
Nuclear power is not classified as a renewable resource but the amount of
uranium in the seas may continue to be replenished by rivers through erosion of
underground resources for as long as the remaining life of the sun."Fossil
fuels
are finite but hydrocarbon fuel may be produced inieveral other ways.

IV.1.l

RenewableEnergy

Renewable sources ofenergy are self-replenishing. They could be broken into
traditional and new renewable resources. They are iharacterized by their
being clean which makes them environmentaliy friendly. The traditional
biomass and large scale hydro-projects make up th" truditional renewable
energy resources. Biomass energy is obtainable from wood, agricultural
wastes' energy crops, oil-bearing plants, hydrocarbon bearing plants and
urban
wastes. Traditional biomass forms a significant component of renewable
'The term DSMwas coined in the 7g70's when the 1.97j and 1979 energy ffisis mad.e it crear that
sotfle
*
tlu most conaenientfossilfuel energy reserres, suchas mtdc oil, rre oppTiorlringritir;;:;. -

-' *'

of
"'
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energy supplies, worldwide, Nigeria inclusive, but it is mostly collected
outside the commercial energy markets. Hence, the size of its contribution is
extremely difficult to estimate. The major areas of its use are in developing
countries. Hydroelectric dams do have adverse consequences at both upstream
and downstream. The flooded areas of a dam contain decaying organic
material that release gases thereby contributing to global warming.
The new renewable energy resources include solar,, small hydropower, wind,
geothermal, ocean and modern biomass. In terms of their contribution to world
primary energy supply, the impact of new renewable energy resources is small.
As at 1994, the new renewable energy resources account for less than 2 per cent
of global energy consumption and this figure is not expected to change
significantly by 2010 (Baker, 1994).

While renewable energy resources are predicted to increase by 200 per cent by
the year 2030, it wilI at best account for merely 6.0 per cent ofthe world electric
power generation (IEA, 2006). Among the new renewable energy resources'
only large modern biomass is used for commercial purposes.
Renewable energy resources generally have higher costs than fossil fuels if the
externalised costs of pollution by fossil fuels are ignored, as is common
(Wikipedia , 2006). The cost mostly comprises capital cost. Ahuge investment
is usually required. This is attributable to the immaturity of much of the
technology required and the long time that would be needed for further
technological developments (Baker, 1994). When the relevant technology is
developed, there is usually a lag before it is put to use. Thus, lead times for
renewable energy resources can be very long while operating costs are low.
Indeed fuel cost can be zero. Renewable sources are more economical in areas
where the population density cannot economically support the construction of
an electrical grid or petroleum supply network.

Solar
Solar energy is largely available worldwide with some daily and seasonal
variations.-Nigeria being located in the tropics is blessed with abundant solar
energy. It is free and needs no fuel. It is very clean source of energy, but could

12
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have negative effects on the local climate. Its power station is very expensive
to build. Solar cells could cost a great deal. Except in very sunny.limute,
solar energy can be unreliable. Its future developmlnt wouid depend on the
firrther development of technology and the reduction of capital costs. In
developed urban locations, solar thermal is cost effective for water heating,
particularly swimming pools. Grid connected solar cells can be cost-effectiv-e
becalse they generate electricity during peak periods when electricity is most
costly and because they produce electricity at the point ofuse thereby avoiding

transmission costs.

SmallHydro
This is available worldwide, especially in mountainous regions. Due to its
small size, it excludes the construction ofdam or other water storage. Thus, its
environm-ental impact can be small. However, it could negalvely affect
aquatic life.

Wnd
wind power is one of the most cost competitive renewables today. Its longterm technical potential is believed to be 5 times current gtouat enerfr,

consumption or 40 times current electricity demand. High win?s are mostiy
available in coastal as well as mountainous regions. It is iclean ene.gy.o*""
but it is associated with noise. The noise placJs a limit on locating it ii densely
populated areas, and in areas of.outstanding natural beauty. Wind energy
is
being commercially hamessed in over 65 iountries, thereby mating i;ih;
world's fastest growing source ofenergy after solar (Vital Signi, 2006).

Geolhermal
This is literally heat from the earth. Its magnitude is very large and it could
be
found in boundaries of tectonic plates. It iJavailable all ieasins with minimal
environmental impact. It can be a risk to air pollution from release ofbrine
and
dissolved gases. Most of the potentiar geothermal resources are in remote
areas, thereby. making them e^conomically not very viabre. It is
currently
meeting a significant portion of electrical power demand in some a.""ropi"i
countries.
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Ocean

In terms of resource availability, this is very large. However, only a small
proportion ofthe ocean energy potentially available can be developed due to its
low energy density and the remoteness of much of the potential from
consumption centres. It is clean, but seasonal as it is affected by tides and can
have adverse effects on the aquatic environment.

Modern Biomass
Biomass is available worldwide. While it is a ciean energy source, it couid have
effect on fauna and flora as it leaves toxic residues. In addition to being
expensive, it competes for land use with food crops. With the modern energyintensive agricultural techniques, the energy input can be such that there is
little if any net energy gains. Probably, an interesting application ofbiomass is
the generation of gas from organic waste, particularly where alternative
disposal of the waste would be costly and environmentally hazardous.
However, this process is only economical up to the extent to which cost of
transporting the raw material is low. Growth in the use of modem biomass
fuels will depend on improvement in both the agricultural and application
technology. Ethanol produced from sugar cane is used in Brazil' Whenever
crude oil is more than $37.00 per barrel, it becomes cheaper in Brazil to use
ethanol.

IV.1.2 Non-Renewable Energy
The non-renewable energy resources include, fossil fuels and nuclear. Fossil
fuels involve the buming of coal or hydrocarbon. The three main types of
fossil fuels are coal, petroleum, and natural gas. Fossil fuels supply most of the
energy consumed globally. They are relatively concentrated energy sources
that are technically easy to exploit but have hazardous effects on the
environment. They provide cheap energy if the costs of pollution and
subsidies are ignored. Fossil fuels cause pollution thereby contributing to
global warming and acid rains. To ameliorate the greenhouse gas emissions
from buming fossil fuels, various techniques have been proposed for carbon
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sequestration'. Such proposed solutions may increase the price ofusing fossil
fuels.

To make a simple comparison between the cost of the renewable energy
sources and fossil fuels is very difficult due to the factors affecting their

relative c-omparability. Transporting fossil fuels to the power stations i; easy.
A fossil-fuelled power station can be built almost anywhere. In 2005, fossil
fu-els accounted for 66 per cent ofthe world,s electrical power, and 95 per cent
of the world's total energy demand. Global fossil fuel consumption nearly
doubles every 20 years since 1900 (IEA,2006). Non-renewabies could be
broken into oil, natural gas, coal and nuclear.

oil
Due to the relative cheapness of oit it is the most widely used energy resource,
espec,ially in the transport sector where it faces no significant comfltition. Ai
at2005, oil accounted for 40 per cent ofworld energy. Howeveq natural gas is
taking up some of its territory like in electriciry heating, industrial usel etc.

The utilisation of oil will be affected by decision on carbon tax and
improvement in the technology for hamessing other sources of energy.
Discoveries or non-discoveries of more oil wif also affect it. oil has ihe
advantage ofbeing the commercial energy that is easiest to use.

Apart from the conventional oil there are non-conventional types, which
include: tar sands, oil shale and bitumen (wikipedia, 2006). Thesi resources
are estimated to contain three times as much oil as the remaining conventional
oil resources but few are economically recoverable with curre-nt technology.
Recovery of oil from tar sands is now economicaily feasible, with billions"of

dollars being invested in new oil recovery plants. The Karrick process'o has
been used to extract oil from coal (Wikipedia, 2006).

'^carbon sequestration is the tetm descibing processes that remoae carbon
front the atfiosphere.
'oThe Ka,rnck process.is a low tanperatureiarbonization (LTC) of coal, stule, lignite
or any carbonaceous
flateials. These areheated. at 680"F to 1380"F (360"c to 74g "a) in the abseni ofair to distill out oil and
gas.
process uas the work of oil shale technologist Leuis c.IGnick at the lr.s'. Bureau
of Mines in tlrc
_TvE

1920s.
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Natural Gas
There is abundance of natural gas for global consumption. The major factor
affecting gas is transportation cost. Developments ofpipelines, and Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) shipping facilities, though very expensive, have gone a
long way in opening up huge markets for gas. As at 2005, it accounted for
about 20 per cent ofworld energy. Global demand for gas is projected to grow
at 2.8 per cent annually through 2025 QEA, 2004). This is somewhat faster
than the demand for oil. Gas is a cleaner source ofenergy than oil and coal. It
emits fewer greenhouse gases. Natural gas will be affected by new discoveries
as well as environmental pressure on fossil fuel. Gas-fired power stations are

veryefiicient.
CoaI
There are large but finite coal reserves globally, accounting for 200 years of
economically exploitable reserves at the current rate ofconsumption. Reserves
have increased by over 507o in the last 22 years and are expected to continue to
increase. Large amounts of coal waste that has been produced during coal
mining and stored near the mines could become exploitable with new
technology (Wikipedia,2006). Howeveq mining of coal can be diffrcult and
dangerous. Very large amount ofelectricity can be generated from coal. Coalfired power stations need huge amounts of fuel, which means trainJoads of
coal almost constantly being transported to the station. This results in covering
a large area with piles of coal. The utilisation of coal has been adversely
affected by price of hydrocarbon fuels, environmental policies and cost of
clean buming technology. In 2005, it provided for 27 per cent ofworld energy
(IEA, 2006). Coal is available in many places in the world. Globally, its
consumption has been increasing at a lowerrate in relation to oil and gas.

Nuclear
Nuclear energy resource is highly influenced by global politics, due to its
adverse applications. It contributes about 1l per cent of the world energy
needs. It produces huge amounts of energy from small amounts of fuel and
does not contribute to the greenhouse effect. Howeveq the small amount of
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waste which it generates is extremell ngerousrr. Thus, nuclear stations are
risky to the environment. However, flu r€Er energt is a highly reliable source
of energy but in comparison to hydroca bon fuels, it is more tostly as a lot of
money has to be spent on safety. People re gefting more sensitive to it. Hence,
nuclear power which in the 1990s was the fastest-growing source of energy
globally, became the second slowest-growing in 2005. Another fac6r
affecting it is cost of waste disposal and decommissioning. It has been
developed extensively in several European countries, and currently provides
75 per cent ofFrance's electricity (chevron,2006). In most countries. nuclear
power is either uneconomical or heavily subsidized. It has very high up-front
capital requirement and long construction times.

IV.2

EnergyUtilization

Energt Consumption
At over 60 per cent, coal was the dominant global energy source before 1950
and oil's share was relatively weak at 30 per cent (Figuie r). From 1950 to
I973, there was strong global economic growth and energy consumption rose
by 6 per cent per annum from 1.5 to 6 Gtoe. IncreasJ in primary energy
demand was fuelled by the accelerated development of oil urd gu. with thiir
low prices. The share ofoil in the world energy balance rose to ?6 per cent in
1973' After 1973, the considerable increase in energy prices and resultant
reduction in the rate of economic growth slowed down the world energy
consumption,, although it nevertheless was about 9 Gtoe in 2000.

The share of oil in global energy demandpeaked in 1974 and has since fallen to
40 per cent in 2002 while gas has grown to 25 per cent. At 7 per cent, nuclear
energy has begun to make a significant contribution while hydropower has
maintained-its share of 3 per cent, with new renewable energies accounting for
very little ofthe total.

Energy-consumption in Nigeria has been increasing over the years with oil and
gas as the driving forces (Figure 2). It stabilized at around 3omillion
tonnes of
"For disposal, nuclear waste Lus to be sealed up and buied
for many years to allow radioactiDity to die
awoy.
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coal equivalent (Mtce) all through the 1990s. In 2001, energy consumption in
Nigeria witnessed a whooping 59.3 per cent increase to 5 3. 8 Mtce. As at 2003,
a total of 58.4 Mtce worth of energy was consumed in the country. The increase
at the fum of the cenfury was accounted for by increases in the consumption of
petroleum products and natural gas.
Figure
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1990s, oil was making a higher contribution to energy
consumption in Nigeria than gas. However, in the middle of the decade, gas
caught up and surpassed it by the end of the century. Since the tum of the
century, gas has clearly been leading in the contribution to energy consumption
inNigeria (Figure 2).

In the early

The drop in oil contribution to energy consumed was due to the prolonged
nationwide shortages of petroleum products from time to time while increase
in contribution of natural gas was attributable to increase in number of
industries, Power Holding Company of Nigeria (PHCN) inclusive, which
switched from petroleum product to gas or that built new plants which are
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being fired by gas as well as the establishment of independent power plants
(IPP).
Figure 2
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In contrast, the consumption ofcoal had been declining since the mid-I990s.
It nose-dived from 71 ,840 tce in 1992 to 2,828 tce in 1993, from where it rose
tce the followitgyear. It witnessed steady increases and peaked in
\.^1?,919
1997 witha36.6 percent rise, afterwhich it graduafly declinedto 8,0i0.7 tce in
2005 (Figure 2). The stagnation of coal was largely due to the shift of erstwhile
major coal consumers especially the pHCN to more fossil fuel. The Nigerian
Railway Corporation, another major coal consumer, has recorded a s=tead,
decline in perforrnance for more than a decade, thus, deepening the distress in
the coal industry. In addition, the unimpressive performance of the
manufacturing sub-sector contributed to the lull in the industry and had made
companies such as the Nkalagu cement Company that relied mainly on coal
for energy to remain dormant. other problemi associated with the coal
industry included the yet inconclusive efforts at coal carbonization and
briquetting aimed at producing smokeless coal as well as the failure to
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mechanize the mines for increased production (CBN, Annual Report, various
issues).

Similar trends could be observed for hydropower. From 7. 1 Mtce in 199 I , it
rose marginally to 7 .2 Mtce in 1 994 before dropping by 49.3 per cent in the
succeeding year. The consumption of hydropower energy in Nigeria gradually
declined to 2.8 Mtce in 2003 (Figure 2). Ln2004 and 2005, it maintained an
upward trend to 2.9 Mtce and 3. I Mtce, respectively. The declining
contribution of hydropower to energy consumption in Nigeria was attributable
to the low level ofperformance ofthe hydropowerplants occasioned largely by
the low water level at the dammed rivers and the old age of the plants (CBN,
Annual Report, various issues) as well as the increase in relative contribution
ofnatural gas and oil.
Figure 3
ENERGY CONSUMPTION TN NIGERIA (TCE)
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IV.2.2 Energy Production in Nigeria
Petroleum Products
The refineries in the country had been operating at an average of45.8 per cent
during the period 198 I to 2003 with a mode of 66 per cent (Figure 4).
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In the mid-I980s and mid-to end of 1990s, a dismal perfbrmance of less than
50 per cent capacity utilisation was recorded. In the l9g0s, the consumption of
petroleum products had a positive relationship with the capacity utilisation of
refineries. However, the same could not be said of the t ggOs to iOO:. In I 990,
while consumption of petroleum products increased from7.7 million metric
tonnes (MM-I) thro-ugh 8.7 MMT in 1991 to l0.g MMT in lgg2,thecapacity
utilisation ofthe refineries fell from 49.4 per cent in 1990 to 41.5 per ceniin thl
fo,llowing year. In 1993, while the petroleum products consumpiion fell to g.6
MMI capacity utilisation of the refineries roie from 53.2 in rgg2 to 65.7 per
cent in 1993. Since the tum ofthe century over I 0 MMT ofpetroleum products
have been consumed annually as was the case in the early 19g0s.
Figure 4
COMSUMPTION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS / REFINERY CAPACITY UTILISATION
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This is as a result of the massive importation of petroleum products as the
refineries.' capacity utilisation had been fluctuating downwards within
the
same period with the lowest performance of 23.g pir cent recorded in 2003.
The poor relationship between the capacity utilisation ofthe refineries
and the
coasumption ofpetroleum products indicates that the country does not solely
rely on the refineries for its supply ofpetroleum products. Rather, petroleum
products are imported to augment the gaps. The low consumption oipetroleum
products witnessed in the 1980s and 1990s was attributabie to the incessant
shortages ofpetroleum products during the decades.
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NaturalGas
Most of the gas produced in Nigeria is associated gas. However, with the
coming on stream of the Eleme Petrochemical Company and the Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) project, the country has gone into the production of nonassociated gas. Total gas produced is broken into two, namely, gas utilized and
gas flared. Hence, these two components are mirror images of one another
(Figure 5).
Gas produced is further broken into gas used for fuel by oil companies; gas sold
to industries of which PHCN is a major one; gas lift''; gas re-injected; gas
converted into natural gas liquids (NGL) and gas converted to liquefied natural

gas (LNG). Some other industries that use natural gas in Nigeria include
Bayelsa State Utilities Board; Beta Glass Company; Delta Steel Company,
Aladja; International Equitable Association, Aba; Intemational Glass
Industries, Aba; Trans-Amadi Turbine, Port-Harcourt; Aluminum Smelting
Company ofNigeria; Nigerian Breweries; P.Z. Industries; Rivers State Utility
goard (SPOC, virious isiues) as well as independent power plants (lPP)'r.
Figure 5
GAS PRODUCTION, UTILISATION AND FLARING IN NICERIA
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Total gas production in Nigeria, which stood at a meager 3 I 0 MMmr in I 961
,
doubled to 626 MMm' in 1963, and more than quadruple d,to 2,g4g MMm, in
I 965. It halved to 1,462 MMmr in 1 968 probably due ro the civil war, jumped
by I 82.2 per cent to 4, 126 MMm' the following year and doubled once more to
8,039 MMm' in 1970. It maintained an an;ual increment of about 4,000
MMmr up to 1973 and witnessed an all-time high of 27 ,1791,tMm, in 1 97+.
Thenceforth, Nigeria's aggregate gas output fluctuated downwards and nosedived to 15,195 MMm' in 1983 before maintaining an upward trend in the
1990s, which averaged 31,905.5 MMmr in the period 1990-1995. Gas
production, which stood at I 7,085 MMmr in I 9g7, doubled to 34,61 7 MMmr a
decade later and doubled once moreto69,727 MMm, in 2004.

At over 90 per cent, most of the gas produced in Nigeria before 19g0 was

flar-ed. In 1997, this dropped to 70 per cent and the peicentage was halved to
35.2 per cent in 2004. The volume of gas utilized has been on the increase.
From 64 MMm', in 1969 to 1,,546 MMms a decade later, aggregate gas
utilization witnessed a 309 per cent leap to 6,323 MMm3 the folloiulngieca;e.
The volume which almost doubled in 1999 to 11,763 MMm,, irade an
impressive 86.6 per cent rise to 21,945 MMm'in 2000. This was attributable
to the coming on stream of the Nigerian LNG. Since the tum of the century
natural gas utilization has been making a geometric progression, as it stood ai
an all-time high of45,154 MMm'in 2004. The same trend could not be
said of
the volume ofgas flared. tt fluctuated between I t
,940 and 27,g90 MMm, from
l97l to2004. In fact, from 1991 to 2004, it stabilized at an average of25,190
MMm'. Since the new millennium, both total gas produced aid total'gas
utilized exhibited similar trends (Figure 5). This-implies that their increafes
were being.fuelled by non-associated gas being utilized by the LNG which has
been_experiencing increase in its number of triins. Thus, while the flared gas
which is associated gas has not made significant decrease as should-be
expected, the volume ofgas produced and utilized has been on the rise. This
development casts shadow over the possibility of putting offthe flares by the
year 2008 as promised by the oil producing companies.

IV.3

Energylntensity

Energy intensity, which

is the macroeconomic

measure

of

energy
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consumption, is the consumption ofenergy per unit ofproduct
domestic product (GDP). Before the first oil shock, global gr
demand closely matched the growth in wealth. Since the shock
energy prices has encouraged the industrialized countries to
conservation policies. Consequently, their energy intensity ha
decrease (Figure 6).
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For developing countries, however, this has not significantly changed, because
the energy conservation potential is much more limited (Hume, 1989). This
has been compounded by ineffrcient energy pricing policies which have
discouraged energy conservation measures (IEA, 1992). Countries with the
highest rites of growth in energy intensity have been the energy resource-rich
economies of the Middle East, Algeria and Nigeria. In Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirate (UAE) and Kuwait, total energy intensity increased by
12.6,ll.l and7 .2 per cent per annum, respectively. In the African economies,
the rate was in exCess of 6 per cent with Nigeria registering the upper limit of
9.1 percent,between 1973 and 1989.
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In_contrast, the average annual percentage decline of energy intensity of the
OECD countries was 1.7 per cent between 1973 and 19g'9. tn 19g9, the
average per capita energy intensity of the OECD countries was 4.g toe per
person. since 1973, this had grown at an average annual rate of0.2 per cent. In
the lowest-income developing countries, per capita intensities ranged from
0.06 toe per person in Bangiadesh to 0.t'in Nigeria and 0.2 in Iidonesia,
Pakistan and India. In general, per capita intensities tend to increase as the
level ofincome and develop_ment increases. per capita intensities approaching
or exceeding those of oECD countries were experienced in the tevelopei
Middle East countries of Saudi Arabia [4.7], Kuwait [6. 1 ] and the UeE t +.i1.
t

on

the average, from 1982 to 2003 the Nigerian annual energy intensity
declined by 0.6 per cent. In the developed economies where s]uch declin!
could be attributable to energy conservation measures, it is desirable. At per
capita energyintensity of 0.1 toe per person in Nigeria, energy supply is quite
unreliable and inadequare compared to an averagJ of4.s toe
fer peison oithe
OECD countries. The rate of growth in energy intensities in Nigeia should be
on the increase- considering this inadequacy and the eno.moui potentials for
economic development in the country.
Figure 7
:iIGERIAN ENERGY INTENSITY
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EnergyElasticitY

In industrialized countries, income elasticity of energy was close to one ( I ) but
higher than one (l) in the developing countries (Favennec, 200 I ). In contrast
in-Nigeria, as negative values were recorded in most of the years reviewed,
energy is inelastia Gigure 8). In 1 98 l, 1993, 1996, I 998 and 2001, there were
significant increases in energy consumption which did not rub offon the GDP
(Figure 9). The same goes for 1983, 1995, 1997 and 1999 that witnessed
Oo*"to-.. fnus, commlrcial energy in Nigeria is treated like an inferior good.
This is due to the fact that only the poor rely on commercial energy in Nigeria.
As individual's income improves, epileptic energy supply is augmented or
even replaced with the personal generator. At a very high income level
consumers switch over to alternative power supply.
Figure 8
ENERGY ELASTICITY IN NIGERIA
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This goes to explain why in Figure 9, a relationship cannot be established
between income and energy consumption'
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Figure 9
GROWTH OF INCOME AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN NIGERIA
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V.

Conclusion

while renewables will continue to play a growing role, they are not expected to
overtake fossil fuels in the near future in meeting global energy demand.
At
per capita energy intensity of 0. I toe in Nigerii, energy Jupply is quite
inadequate and as such very urreliable.

Nigeria is blessed with abundant renewable and non-renewable energy
resources. It is pertinent that these energy resources are appropriately mixli
for the energy sector to effectively assume its position i, ir," alr"rop,n"nioi

the country. Fossil fuels and hydro-power are the major sources ofcommercial
energy in Nigeria. Most ofthe energy consumed in tle country comes from
oil
and gas. This is a move in the right direction as these non-rinewable
energy
resources are relatively cheap.

vigour.should be employed in
.utilizing the enormous vorume of naturar gas
being
flared.
gurrentlV
This will servethe dual purpose of stamping o"t
iu,
flaring in the country and providing the country with a cheap
"n..g|.orri*
Govemment should invest in gas utilization projects by embuit ing
#.u.ri*
laying ofnational grid for gas in order to increase its local .onri.ption
unJ
p.r capita energy intensity of the country. The grid should t. us"J
jh."
:hgf.up
to link high energy consuming areas of the country such ai industriar
estates
and densely populated areas. conscious effort should be made to create
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for effective distribution of gas via
pipelines. Hopefully, by the time these non-renewables are attaining
estates, both residential and industrial

exhaustion, technological innovation would have come up with cheaper ways
of exploiting the renewables.

Oil shouldbe locally consumed only where it is absolutely necessary while the
rest of it should be exported to earn the much needed foreign exchange. It is
ironical that Nigeria, an oil producingiexporting country imports most of its
petroleum products due to the inadequacy of the oil refineries in the country.
Effort should be made not only to improve on the capacity utilization of the
refineries, but also to increase their cumulative installed capacity. As a country
endowed with so much oil, Nigeria should be exporting pefroleum products in
addition to the crude oil export. Functional modalities of private ownership of
refineries should be worked out while Government draws up a comprehensive
master-plan for the development of the petrochemical industry.
The Nigerian coal resources should be left for future consumption when
exploitation of oit and gas becomes less economical. Probably, by then,
cheaper technology for carbon sequestration would have evolved'
Furthermore, the eastern part ofthe country where coal is available is also close
to the gas fields, so they should rather utilise the gas that is currently being
flared.

ln

sparsely populated areas, appropriate non-renewable energy resources
should be employed. Considering that Nigeria is in the tropics, the abundant
solar energy could be used in powering projects in sparsely populated regions.
Government at various levels could use solar energy to power social amenities
such as waterboreholes, schools, health centres, and street lights.
The abundance of wind in the northern part of the country could be used to
power projects such as irrigation of farmlands. As rivers and streams crisscross
ihe entire country, studies should be carried out to identiff appropriate
locations for small hydro plants to serve small communities and projects.

Considering that Nigeria still imports food, the use of biomass should be
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restricted to organic waste. As pointed out earlier, this will depend on
favourable cost oftransporting the waste to the plant location.

a

Generally Government should commission a body to identif, the appropriate
energy resources for given projecVlocality in the country.

Nigeria should aspire to improve on its score on the Human Development
Index by increasing its per capita energy. Improvement in the energy sector
would shore up thc industrial capacity utilization. Enormous potentials exist
for increased energy consumption in Nigeria. Increased rurai electrification
an! the accessibility to energy-consuming appliances associated with
urbanization and rising income levels would inciease per capita intensities.
These would be intensified by rising levels of perional transportation,
accelerating industrialization and high rates ofpopulaiion growth.

As a lesson from the wasted earnings in the 1970s, the extra earnings
emanating from the current high crude oil price should be wisely investet.

over-consumption and under-investment experienced during pievious oil
windfalls should be avoided. To curb the low per capita energ! intensity, the
capital gains arising from the continuous rise in oil prices siould be wisety
invested in developing the Nigerian energy sector.
None ofthe forms ofenergy-offer cheap, clean and abundant energy enough
to
replace tre vast amount of conventional fossil fuel consumed-iaily
the

world. However, the integration

of

ii

renewable energy supplies and
technologies can help to temper the cyclical nature of fossil fuel markets and
can give renewables a foothold from which to grow The challenge is to
use all
available energy resources in the country in a way that will improie the lives of
the 140 million Nigerians today, while preparing for future generarions.
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